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ABSTRACT

Downfront, or downwelling favorable, winds are commonly found over buoyant coastal plumes. It is known

that these winds can result in mixing of the plume with the ambient water and that the winds influence the

transport, spatial extent, and stability of the plumes. In the present study, the interaction of the Ekman

velocity in the surface layer and baroclinic instability supported by the strong horizontal density gradient of

the plume is explored with the objective of understanding the potential vorticity and buoyancy budgets. The

approach makes use of an idealized numerical model and scaling theory. It is shown that when winds are

present the weak stratification resulting from vertical mixing and the strong baroclinicity of the front results in

near-zero average potential vorticity q. For weak tomoderate winds, the reduction of q by diapycnal mixing is

balanced by the generation of q through the geostrophic stress term in the regions of strong horizontal density

gradients and stable stratification. However, for very strong winds the wind stress overwhelms the geostrophic

stress and leads to a reduction in q, which is balanced by the vertical mixing term. In the absence of winds, the

geostrophic stress dominates mixing and the flow rapidly restratifies. Nonlinearity, extremes of relative

vorticity and vertical velocity, and mixing are all enhanced by the presence of a coast. Scaling estimates

developed for the eddy buoyancy flux, the surface potential vorticity flux, and the diapycnal mixing rate

compare well with results diagnosed from a series of numerical model calculations.

1. Introduction

Downwelling-favorable winds are often found over

buoyant coastal plumes. For example, the surface waters

along the east coast of Greenland are buoyant due to the

relatively fresh waters coming out of the Arctic Ocean

and freshwater runoff from glacial melt over Greenland

and are exposed to strong winds. The fate of these

buoyant waters is of particular concern because it has

been hypothesized that if this water were able to get off

the shelf and into the open ocean, the surfacewaters could

become sufficiently buoyant as to shut down deep con-

vection (Dickson et al. 1988). This has implications for

the global-scale meridional overturning circulation and

meridional heat and freshwater transports (Fichefet et al.

2003; Jungclaus et al. 2006). Barrier wind events with

downwelling-favorable winds exceeding 20ms21, with

surface wind stresses between 0.5 and 1Nm22, commonly

occur in winter along the east coast of Greenland (Harden

et al. 2011). The role ofwinds inmixing andadvecting these

waters along the coast is thus of interest. There are many

other examples of recurring downwelling-favorable coastal

winds, albeitmuch less dramatic. Suchwinds in thewestern

Mediterranean intensify instabilities and biological pro-

ductivity in buoyant fronts along the Spanish coast (Oguz

et al. 2015). On the Atlantic coast of France, downwelling-

favorable winds in the Bay of Biscay force poleward

buoyant boundary currents derived from the Gironde and

Adour River outflows (Batifoulier et al. 2012). Similar

buoyant coastal plumes are found throughout the World

Ocean, so the question of how these plumes respond to

downwelling-favorable winds in terms of mixing and

ageostrophic circulations (and the potential nutrient supply

to the euphotic zone) is a general and important one.

Many previous modeling studies of downwelling-

favorable winds have been in two dimensions and/or

idealized domains. Allen and Newburger (1996) showed

that downwelling-favorable winds lead to the formation
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of a well-mixed water mass in the inshore region and a

strong front at the transition from coastal to offshore wa-

ters and that the flow was susceptible to symmetric in-

stabilities in the bottom boundary layer. Moffat and Lentz

(2012) provided analytic and scaling estimates for the

width, transport, and mixing in buoyant coastal plumes

subject to downwelling-favorablewinds. They also showed

that the cross-shelf circulation can be reversed from the

expected Ekman transport if the density gradient across

the front is sufficiently large due to the stress induced by

the geostrophic shear.

There have also been numerous realistic numericalmodel

configurations used to study the impact of downwelling-

favorable winds on buoyant coastal plumes. Whitney and

Garvine (2005) derive and test a scaling for the relative

importance of wind versus buoyancy for the Delaware

Coastal Current and show that for realistic wind events the

wind forcing can dominate the flow. Using realistic and

idealized numerical models, Magaldi et al. (2010) showed

that downwelling-favorable winds over the West Adriatic

Current (along the east coast of Italy) intensify and stabi-

lize the current and also induce mixing that dilutes the

freshwater plume.

For buoyant coastal currents, downwelling-favorable

winds are downfront, that is, they are aligned with the

thermal wind shear and hence induce frictional po-

tential vorticity (PV) fluxes that lower the potential

vorticity of the current (Thomas 2005). Physically,

downfront winds drive Ekman flows that advect water

from the dense side of fronts over lighter waters, re-

ducing the stratification and potential vorticity in the

surface boundary layer. This makes fronts susceptible

to submesoscale instabilities such as symmetric and

mixed layer baroclinic instability (Thomas and Taylor

2010; Boccaletti et al. 2007). Both types of instabilities

restratify the surface boundary layer via cross-front

overturning circulations that counteract the destrati-

fying Ekman flow (D’Asaro et al. 2011; Fox-Kemper

et al. 2008; Mahadevan et al. 2010). Studies of sub-

mesoscale instabilities forced by downfront winds and

their potential vorticity dynamics have focused on

open-ocean applications. With a coast, downfront wind

forcing sets up a large-scale frontogenetic flow that

likely complicates the potential vorticity dynamics of

the submesoscale instabilities that result.

There already has been much work done on

downwelling-favorable, or downfront, winds along

the coast and the few studies mentioned above dem-

onstrate the wide-ranging geographical extent of this

problem. However, most of this work has been aimed

at describing the evolution of the isopycnals and un-

derstanding the characteristics of the flow (width,

depth, transport, and stratification). There has been

much less focus on the interaction of the Ekman

transport with the ageostrophic flows resulting from

baroclinic instability of the front, the potential vor-

ticity dynamics of the flow, or on the mechanisms and

rate of water mass transformation driven by the com-

bination of eddy fluxes and winds. The present study

takes a very idealized approach to describe the quasi-

steady balances of momentum, buoyancy, and poten-

tial vorticity and to develop scaling estimates for

potential vorticity fluxes, eddy fluxes, and the water

mass transformation rate.

2. Numerical configuration

An idealized numerical model is used to explore

the response of a buoyant coastal plume to downfront

winds. The model is the hydrostatic primitive equation

Massachusetts Institute of Technology General Circula-

tion Model (MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997). Most calcu-

lations are in a periodic channel 100km in both zonal and

meridional extent. All calculations are on an f plane with

f0 5 1024 s21, but for discussion purposes increasing y

will be referred to as north and increasing x is east. The

boundary conditions are periodic in the north–south di-

rection with solid walls at x 5 0 and 100km. There is a

sloping bottom that goes from 10m at x 5 0 to 100m at

x5 90km (bottom slope 0.001). The model uses the KPP

mixing scheme in the vertical (Large et al. 1994), a qua-

dratic bottom drag with coefficient 0.0025, a Smagorinsky

lateral Laplacian viscosity with nondimensional co-

efficient C 5 2.5, and free-slip lateral boundary condi-

tions. The boundary conditions for salinity are no flux

through all boundaries (side, bottom, and surface). There

is no explicit horizontal diffusion of salinity, although the

numerical advection scheme does have some implicit

mixing (quantified below). The background Laplacian

vertical diffusion is 1025m2 s21 for both salinity and

momentum. The horizontal grid spacing is 500m, and the

vertical grid spacing is 2m.

The model momentum equation is written as

u
t
1 u � =u1 f

0
k3 u52=f/r

0
1F , (1)

where F represents the mixing of momentum by vertical

viscosity ky with the coefficient calculated by the KPP

parameterization, horizontal viscosity with the Sma-

gorinsky parameterization, and quadratic bottom drag.

The hydrostatic pressure is given by f, r0 is a reference

density, and k is the unit vertical vector. Subscripts in-

dicate partial differentiation.

The model salinity equation is written as

S
t
1= � (uS)5 (k

S
S
z
)
z
5D

S
. (2)
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The only mixing explicitly represented in the salinity

equation is through vertical diffusion with the co-

efficient kS calculated from KPP, written for conve-

nience as DS.

The initial salinity profile has freshwater with S 5
31psu over the shallow slope and salty water with S 5
34psu over the deep slope, giving a change in salinity

across the front of DS 5 3psu, with a hyperbolic tangent

transition at x 5 50km with horizontal scale of 10km

(Fig. 1). A linear equation of state is used with a haline

contraction coefficient of aS 5 0.8kgm23 psu21, so the

change in buoyancy b(52gr/r0) across the front is

Db 5 2gaSDS/r0 5 20.023ms22. This is an approxi-

mation of a two-layer systemwith a fresh, buoyant plume

along the coast. The initial velocity field is in geostrophic

balance with zero velocity at the bottom. This gives a

maximum southward velocity of approximately 1.4ms21

at the surface. This is similar to the equilibrium state

derived by Moffat and Lentz (2012) for two-dimensional

downwelling conditions. The model could instead have

been initializedwith amotionless flowfield and uniformly

stratified flow. The subsequent downwelling-favorable

winds would lead to steepening of the isopycnals and an

acceleration of a southward flow, similar to that used for

initialization here. This approach was not taken because

there was found to be significant mixing induced during

the spinup phase, which makes identifying the equilib-

rium balances as a function of the initial salinity differ-

ence across the front much more difficult.

The central model calculation discussed in detail be-

low is forced with a uniform meridional wind stress of

t 5 20.2Nm22 that is ramped up with a hyperbolic

tangent function over the first week of integration and

then held constant. The model is run for 20 days, and

most of the analysis is taken between days 10 and 20. By

day 10 the wind is at full strength and the front has a

sufficient time to develop baroclinic instabilities.

3. Mean balances

The time and meridionally averaged mean properties

are shown in Fig. 2. The salinity gradient is now greatly

reduced, although the change in salinity between the on-

shore and offshore boundaries remains the same as in the

initial conditions. The strongest gradient is found at the

surface near x 5 60km. The mean front is also weakly

stratified in the center of the domain. The mean meridi-

onal velocity is surface intensified with maximum south-

ward flow of approximately 0.75ms21. There is now a

strong barotropic component that is everywhere toward

the south but decreases near the bottom in the bottom

boundary layer. The spinup time for this barotropic re-

sponse is rapid and scales as h/(4Cdjtj/r0)1/2 ’ 0.5 days

for a depth of h 5 50m and a wind stress magnitude of

jtj5 0.2Nm22. The zonal velocity is onshore in the upper

part of the water column and offshore near the bottom.

This is broadly consistent with the expected Ekman

transports in the surface and bottom boundary layers. The

maximum onshore and offshore velocities are found near

x 5 50km. This is where the mean relative vorticity is

anticyclonic, which causes an increase in the Ekman

transport because it is inversely proportional to the ab-

solute vorticity f0 1 z, where z 5 yx 2 uy is the relative

vorticity (Stern 1965; Niiler 1969). The onshore transport

weakens for depths less than 30m due to the overlap be-

tween the surface and bottom boundary layers.

Sections of the mean balance in the meridional mo-

mentum equation support this simple interpretation

(not shown). The dominant balance is between viscosity

and the Coriolis term, which is given by f0 times the

FIG. 1. Initial profile for (a) salinity (psu) and (b) meridional velocity (m s21).
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zonal velocity in Fig. 2c, with only a minor contribution

due to advection of relative vorticity near the region of

strong cyclonic vorticity at the surface.

The Ertel potential vorticity q (Hoskins 1974) is de-

fined as

q5 ( f
0
1 z)b

z
1 (u

z
2w

x
)b

y
1 (w

y
2 y

z
)b

x
. (3)

The mean potential vorticity is negative near the surface

and bottom and positive at middepths in the frontal

region (Fig. 2d). In the frontal region, the mean q is

dominated by the f0bz term.

Sections of the mean terms in the salinity equation are

shown in Fig. 3. The balance is between advection making

the surface fresher and vertical diffusion making the sur-

face saltier. This is not what would be expected if the bal-

ance were vertical mixing balancing the onshore Ekman

transport at the surface. In that balance, advection would

bemaking the surface saltier in the frontal zone andvertical

mixing would be making it fresher (by mixing salty water

down and freshwater up). The advection term is decom-

posed into mean and time-dependent contributions, that

is, 2= � (uS)52u � =S2= � (u0S0), where ( ) denotes a

time average and primes indicate the deviation from that

average. It is found that the mean advection is working to

make the surface saltier and the near bottom fresher, just

as would be expected for the destabilizing Ekman trans-

port. However, the time-dependent contribution is of

opposite sign and larger, especially near the surface, so it

dominates the advective contribution. The eddy flux

shown here is calculated from the full three component

velocity field, but it is dominated by the horizontal eddy

fluxes. Near the bottom, the mean and advection terms

nearly cancel, resulting in relatively weak mixing in the

bottom boundary layer. Vertical diffusion near the sur-

face modifies the salinity and so leads to water mass

transformation. However, it is not because dense water is

being advected over light water by the Ekman transport

but because eddies are restratifying the surface layer and

mechanical energy put in by thewind ismixing downward

working to remove the stratification.

4. Dynamics and water mass transformation

One of the primary objectives of this study is to

understand what drives the mixing and water mass

FIG. 2. Time-mean sections between days 10 and 20 for (a) salinity (psu), (b) meridional velocity (m s21), (c) zonal

velocity (m s21; zero contour is thick), and (d) Ertel potential vorticity q (1027 s23) for run 1 in Table 1.
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transformation depicted in Fig. 3b. To do this, it is

instructive to first consider the dynamical balances in

the regions of mixing. A snapshot of the sea surface

salinity on day 15 is shown in Fig. 4a. The surface is

dominated by a sharp, meandering front with long

filaments that extend toward the coast. The dominant

meander length is approximately 35 km, so about

three meanders are represented at any one time. This

is typical of the sea surface salinity for all times after

about 10 days.

The planetary boundary layer thickness d is

shown in Fig. 4b. The boundary layer thickness is a

Richardson number–based diagnostic quantity provided

by the KPP mixing scheme as the depth to which

mixing penetrates and is generally slightly deeper than

the depth of weak stratification. The boundary layer

thickness is relatively shallow, O(25)m, in the frontal

region where salinity transitions from fresh to salty.

Onshore and offshore of this region, the boundary

layer thickness extends all the way to the bottom.1 The

transition from a shallow boundary layer to a deep

boundary layer can be very abrupt, spanning only a

few kilometers or less. The regions of stratification are

very patchy and punctuated by deeper boundary

layers along the high-salinity filaments that extend

shoreward.

The time rate of change of sea surface salinity due to

vertical mixing, evaluated at the surface, is shown in

Fig. 4c. Themixing is small over most of the domain but

large and positive (increasing surface salinity) in the

frontal regions, especially so along the northern edge of

the filaments. The mixing is slightly negative (de-

creasing surface salinity) on the southern (or down-

stream) side of the filaments, indicating that the

vertical density gradient is positive in these regions.

This results from the strong southward flow driven by

the downfront winds advecting the upper portions of

the dense, salty filaments over the fresher water to the

south. However, there is clearly an asymmetry in the

north–south direction such that the regions of in-

creasing salinity are larger and have stronger mixing

than the regions of decreasing salinity. Similar strength

mixing is seen independent of the meander orientation,

so it does not appear to be directly related to the di-

rection of the Ekman transport.

FIG. 3.Mean terms in the salinity budget (1025 psu s21) between days 10 and 20 for (a) total advection, (b) diffusion,

(c) mean advection, and (d) eddy advection for run 1.

1 The bottom depth is evident by the straight contours.
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The relative vorticity normalized by f0 is shown in

Fig. 4d. The filaments are regions of intense positive

(.4f0) and negative (,2f0) relative vorticity. As will be

shown below, the water mass transformation at the

surface due to vertical mixing takes place primarily in

the regions of negative relative vorticity.

Further evidence that the mixing is not simply a

result of the Ekman transport advecting dense water

over light water comes from a volumetric census of

salinity at the beginning and end of the integration. As

shown in Fig. 5, a probability density function (pdf) of

the initial salinity distribution is dominated by two

modes, one at 31 psu and one at 34 psu (thin black

line). The salinity on day 20 shows that the fresh mode

has been significantly eroded away and a product

water of intermediate salinity has been formed. This

was caused by the mixing of the freshwater with the

salty water below shown in Fig. 4c (there is also a re-

duction in the volume of salty water, but it is not as

clear in the figure because of the large initial volume).

An identical calculation in two dimensions shows very

little change in salinity over the course of integration

(blue line). There is a slight increase in intermediate

salinities, but it does not produce the mode water

found in the three-dimensional case. The explanation

for this weak net transformation is straightforward.

The isohalines are nearly vertical, so that the offshore

gradient of salinity is independent of depth. The on-

shore Ekman transport near the surface is balanced by

the offshore Ekman transport near the bottom. So an

integral of the advective salt flux divergence in a

control volume defined by two isohalines is zero.

Vertical mixing brings the salty water down and the

freshwater up so that mixing balances lateral advec-

tion in both Ekman layers, resulting in little net

transformation. Since there is no flux through the

model boundaries, eventually even this slight mixing

will result in a homogeneous water mass, but the time

scale to achieve this mixing is much longer than the

inherent dynamical time scales of the problem.

A three-dimensional case without wind is baroclini-

cally unstable but also produces much less water mass

FIG. 4. Snapshot on day 15 from run 1 of (a) sea surface salinity (psu), (b) planetary boundary layer thickness

d (m), (c) time rate of change of surface salinity due to vertical mixing (psu s21; zero contour is white), and (d) relative

vorticity divided by f0.
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transformation (red line). If there were no numerical

mixing due to the advection scheme and diapycnal

mixing due to the background mixing could be

neglected, then this case would have conserved the

volumetric census from the initial state, so this is a

measure of the nonconservative properties of the

model configuration. There is slightly moremixing than

for the two-dimensional case with wind, but still much

less than the reference case. The large water mass

transformation is not due solely to the destabilizing

Ekman flow or baroclinic instability but results from

the presence of both.

The water mass transformation rate S* is defined as

the volume integral of the time rate of change of salinity

due to vertical mixing only in regions where salinity is

increasing:

S*5

ððð
H(D

S
)D

S
dx dy dz . (4)

TheHeaviside step functionH(DS) is one forDS. 0 and

zero for DS , 0. This is the rate at which freshwater is

being made salty. Of course the integral of the diapycnal

mixing rate over the whole volume is zero since there is

no buoyancy flux through the boundaries of the model,

so we take the positive mixing regions as an indication of

the strength of the water mass transformation. The

vertical integral is either over the surface level only

(Fig. 6) or over the full depth of the domain (Fig. 14d).

A census of the water mass transformation rate at the

surface as a function of planetary boundary layer

thickness and relative vorticity is shown in Fig. 6. Ap-

proximately 2/3 of the surface transformation takes

place where the boundary layer thickness is less than

30m. In addition, most of the transformation also takes

place where the magnitude of the relative vorticity is

between 2f0 and 0 or on the anticyclonic side of fronts,

as suggested in Figs. 4c and 4d. The transformation is

also predominantly in regions of upwelling (not shown).

Mixing is acting to reduce the stratification, and ad-

vection is acting to restratify the surface layer in the

vicinity of the meanders, strong fronts, and filaments.

The ageostrophic velocity on the anticyclonic side of

the front is generally directed toward the front and in-

creases in strength as the front is approached (Fig. 7a).

This gives rise to upwelling of freshwater and a re-

stratification by the ageostrophic velocity. The ageo-

strophic velocity changes abruptly as the front is crossed

FIG. 6. Histogram of water mass transformation rate at the surface vs (a) planetary boundary layer thickness and

(b) relative vorticity at the surface for run 1.

FIG. 5. Volumetric distribution of salinity for initial condition

(thin black) and final state for three-dimensional with wind (run 1;

thick black), two-dimensional with wind (blue), and three-

dimensional without wind (red).
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from fresh to salty water. This is a region of intense

downwelling of dense water (Fig. 7b). Such a stratifying

ageostrophic circulation in the vicinity of a deformation

field and intensifying front is expected from the theory

of frontogenesis (Hoskins 1982) and is also consistent

with frictional spindown (Thomas and Ferrari 2008).

The sharp gradients in the ageostrophic velocity are

responsible for the narrow regions of intense down-

welling. These transitions also coincide with gradients in

the planetary boundary layer thickness and vertical mix-

ing coefficient (not shown). Gradients in the filaments are

weaker but show a local maximum in boundary layer

thickness in the center of the dense plume. This filament

structure is very similar to that described by McWilliams

et al. (2015) andGula et al. (2014). They used realistic and

idealized numerical model calculations, along with an

analytic theory, to describe the frontogenesis resulting

from spatial variability in turbulent mixing, a process they

call turbulent thermal wind (TTW). This drives fronto-

genesis and downwelling in the vicinity of dense filaments

as is found here, a phenomenon that has also been derived

in two-dimensional theoretical calculations (e.g., Garrett

and Loder 1981; Thompson 2000; Nagai et al. 2006).

The combined influence of wind and baroclinic in-

stability also strongly influences the occurrence of extreme

vorticity and vertical motions. A pdf of relative vorticity

and vertical velocity, averaged between days 10 and 20, is

shown in Fig. 8. The case with both wind and baroclinic

instability (black lines) produces much larger extremes of

relative vorticity and vertical velocity than either wind or

baroclinic instabilities alone. There is an asymmetry such

that there are more strong positive relative vorticity and

downwelling events than strong negative and upwelling, as

expected. For the two-dimensional case, the relative

FIG. 7. Snapshot on model day 15 of (a) surface salinity (color) and (b) vertical velocity at 12-m depth (m day21) in

a subregion of the domain for run 1. Ageostrophic velocity (vectors) is superimposed on both panels. A scale vector

of 0.5m s21 is indicated by the black arrow in the upper-left corner of each panel.

FIG. 8. Percentage distribution of (a) relative vorticity at the surface and (b) vertical velocity at 12-m depth

(m day21). Black indicates three-dimensional with wind, blue indicates two-dimensional with wind, red indicates

three-dimensional without wind, and dashed indicates three-dimensional with wind and without coast.
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vorticity never exceeds 2f0 and the vertical velocity is

generally less than 50mday21. The relative vorticity for

the three-dimensional case without wind is rarely less

than 2f0, which is as expected with no surface forcing to

destabilize the flow. There are more extreme positive

relative vorticity events, but they still do not match the

wind-forced case. The extreme vertical velocity events are

much less frequent than for either case with wind forcing.

a. Comparison with open-ocean downfront winds

There are a number of differences between the case of

downfront winds in the coastal region and downfront

winds in the open ocean. While most previous studies of

open-ocean downfront winds have neglected bottom to-

pography, the cleanest way to demonstrate the influence

of the coast is to retain the bottom topography and simply

replace the vertical wall at the western and eastern

boundaries with a periodic boundary condition. To make

the initial conditions periodic, the topography and initial

salinity field are reflected across the shallowest topogra-

phy, which is now in the middle of the domain.

The salinity averaged in the meridional direction be-

tween days 10 and 15 is shown in Fig. 9a. The freshwater

that was initially over shallowwater has been advected to

the west by the Ekman transport. Since the Ekman

transport is strongest at the surface, the flow to thewest of

the ridge is being strongly stratified (upfront wind), while

the flow to the east of the ridge is weakly stratified. The

meridional velocity (Fig. 9b) is quite different from the

case with a coast. The southward flow over the eastern

slope is weaker, both in terms of the vertical shear and the

barotropic velocity (note the difference in color scale

with Fig. 2b). There is also no strong vertical shear near

the bottom because the near-bottom velocity, and thus

the bottom Ekman layer, is weak. The zonal velocity is

westward over most of the water column (Fig. 9c). The

surface Ekman layer penetrates deeper to the east of the

ridge than to the west because of the difference in strat-

ification. The Ekman velocity is increased over shallow

water as the Ekman transport is squeezed through the

10-m-deep passage. The momentum budget is consistent

with a linear Ekman layer balance; the nonlinear advec-

tion of relative vorticity is small. It is evident from com-

paring Figs. 9a and 2a that most of the low-salinity water

is simply advected to the west when there is no coast,

while it is trapped over shallow water when the coast is

present.

Extreme relative vorticity events are at least an order

of magnitude less common with no coast, and negative

relative vorticities exceeding 22f0 are not found (Fig. 8,

FIG. 9. Mean sections between days 10 and 15 for (a) salinity (psu),

(b) meridional velocity (m s21), and (c) zonal velocity (m s21; zero

contour thick) for the case without coast.
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dashed line). There are also many fewer extreme vertical

velocity events with no coastline.

Each of these differences between the no coast case and

the coast case is a result of the no-normal flow boundary

condition at the coast. This causes the sea surface height to

build up due to the onshore Ekman transport. This results

in a zonal gradient in sea surface height, which is balanced

by a strong barotropic flow to the south. This acceleration

is halted by the development of a bottom boundary layer

that is able to transport an equivalent amount of water

offshore to close the zonal circulation. The overlap of the

surface and bottom boundary layers essentially isolates

the near-coast water from the rest of the domain and re-

sults in a large-scale frontogenetic configuration with on-

shore Ekman transport at the surface, offshore at the

bottom, and no zonal flow over the shallow topography.

This results in more extreme relative vorticities and ver-

tical velocities. The ageostrophic velocity in the filaments

and meanders is restratifying, which leads to increased

water mass transformation as the energy put in by the

surface wind stress goes to turbulent mixing.

b. Potential vorticity budget

Following Marshall and Nurser (1992) and Thomas

and Ferrari (2008), the potential vorticity q is modified

by the divergence of the potential vorticity flux vector J:

q
t
52= � J , (5)

where

J5 uq1=b3F2v
a
D . (6)

The first term in (6) represents advection, the second term

represents frictional and body forces, and the third term is

due to diapycnal mixing of buoyancy D 5 2gaSDS/r0,

where va 5 f0k1=3 u is the absolute vorticity. The ad-

vection term drops out when integrated over the closed

domain, and so it reduces to a balance between frictional

and diabatic potential vorticity fluxes in a steady state.

We further break down the frictional potential vorticity

flux at the surface into contributions fromwind stress (Jw)

and vertical viscosity in the interior (Jg):

=b3Fj
z50

’ J
w
1 J

g
, (7)

where

J
w
5

t
0
b
x

r
0
d
k J

g
5

tg � =b
r
0
d

k52
k
y
v
gz
�=b

d
k’2

k
y
(=b)2

df
0

k .

(8)

It has been assumed for both terms that the frictional

force is dominated by the vertical variation of the

turbulent stress, that is, F ’ (t/r0)zk, and is distributed

over the mixed layer depth d. The viscous momentum

flux in Jg is assumed to be dominated by the vertical

diffusion of the geostrophic momentum, which is rep-

resented by the geostrophic stress tg 52r0kyvgz and vgz
is the vertical derivative of the geostrophic velocity.

For a region with buoyant water along the coast and a

surface-intensified geostrophic current, bx , 0, ygz , 0,

and tg . 0. The wind stress term Jw is positive at the

surface, which leads to a decrease in potential vorticity

from (5). For the surface-intensified current, the geo-

strophic stress Jg is negative. In the momentum equa-

tion, this negative stress is balanced by an offshore

Ekman flow, which restratifies the front and leads to an

increase in the potential vorticity (Thomas and Rhines

2002; Thomas and Ferrari 2008). This is the sense of the

ageostrophic circulation shown in Fig. 7. The last term

on the right-hand side of (6) is positive where DS is

positive (shown in Fig. 4c), leading to a decrease in b and

the potential vorticity in regions of positive absolute

vorticity.

The potential vorticity hqi, where h i indicates the

basin average, has been calculated for the standard case

and the case without winds (Fig. 10a). The initial po-

tential vorticity is slightly negative as a result of the

initial lack of stratification and the negative contribu-

tion from the baroclinic term. Early in both calcula-

tions the potential vorticity increases but they diverge

after a few days, when the winds have increased. The

potential vorticity for the case with winds rapidly de-

creases to slightly negative hqi and remains there for the

duration of the calculation. However, without winds, hqi
continues to increase, rapidly at first and thenmore slowly

for the final 15 days.

The frictional and diapycnal mixing terms have been

calculated from the model terms in the momentum (for

F) and salinity (for DS) equations and used to re-

produce hqi (dashed lines in Fig. 10a).2 The equilibrium

balance of slightly negative hqi in the case with winds is

the result of cancellation of generation by friction and

destruction by mixing (Fig. 10b). For the case without

winds, both terms are generally smaller than with

winds, but the frictional term always exceeds the dia-

pycnal mixing term, leading to the increase in potential

vorticity. So even though the restratification by baro-

clinic instability in the absence of winds is approxi-

mately adiabatic, frictional effects are essential. The

difference in the diabatic terms in Fig. 10b reflect the

2 Some averaging is still required to derive the potential vorticity

fluxes since the model uses a staggered C grid.
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increased water mass transformation rate for the case

with winds (Fig. 5).

The potential vorticity budget, when combined with

the buoyancy budget, can be used to provide a scaling for

the eddy buoyancy flux. If it is assumed that the frictional

potential vorticity flux is dominated by the vertical

component of the geostrophic stress termand is balanced,

on average, by the diapycnal mixing term, then

*
k
y
(=b)2

f
0
H

+
5 h( f

0
1 z)Di , (9)

whereH is the bottom depth. As shown in the following

section, the geostrophic stress term will dominate the

wind stress term for weak winds, and so this scaling is

most appropriate in that limit.

A scatterplot of the meridional average of 2= � u0S0

versusDS (fromFigs. 3d,b) in Fig. 11 shows that the eddy

flux divergence scales nearly linearly with the diapycnal

mixing rate. The slope of a linear regression is21.7 with

anR2 of 0.85. The same calculation for each of themodel

runs in Table 1 gives amean slope of21.5 and ameanR2

of 0.88 (and all values of R2 fall between 0.84 and 0.92).

This indicates that the eddy flux divergence scales line-

arly with the diapycnal mixing rate:

= � u0b0 }D . (10)

Combining these two budgets gives

hu0b0i}
*
(=

h
b)2LH

f
0
1 z

k
y

f
0
H2

+
, (11)

where L is the horizontal scale of the eddy flux di-

vergence. This is essentially the same as the expression

derived by Bachman and Taylor (2016) for a baroclinic

current subject to strong vertical mixing in their small

Richardson number limit if the lateral eddy buoyancy

flux here is converted to their vertical eddy buoyancy

flux via w0b0 5 u0b0 H/L, and we interpret H/L as the

isopycnal slope. Their formulation also did not explicitly

include the wind stress or Ekman transport, consistent

with the limit where the geostrophic stress dominates

the wind stress. This scaling result differs from the

scaling of Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) by the second term

FIG. 11. Scatterplot of the eddy flux divergence vs the diapycnal

mixing rate for run 1. These data points are limited to the upper

30m in regions where the mixing exceeds 10% of its maximum

mean value.

FIG. 10. Time evolution of (a) the basin-averaged potential vorticity [solid lines from the model, dashed lines from

integration of terms in (b); s23] and (b) the frictional (solid) and mixing (dashed) contributions (s24). Red lines in

(b) are for the case with t 5 20.2Nm22 (run 1) and blue lines are for the case without winds (run 7).
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on the right-hand side, which is the Ekman number, and

by the presence of z in the denominator. While the Fox-

Kemper et al. numerical evaluation provided an

empirical-scale factor of approximately 0.06 for spin-

down calculations, Bachman and Taylor (2016), and the

present results, find a scale factor of O(1) for forced/

dissipative conditions. This difference is partially miti-

gated by ky/f0H
2 , 1.

c. Parameter dependencies

Similar characteristics are produced over a wide range

of wind stress and change in salinity across the front.

Some basic scaling estimates are now developed for the

magnitude of the potential vorticity flux terms and the

resulting water mass transformation rate.

The case with t 5 20.2Nm22 produces patches of

stratified water along the frontal region with boundary

layer depths of O(25)m. A similar pattern is found for

increasing wind stress and also for different values of the

change in salinity across the front. The average depth of

the planetary boundary layer where it does not reach

the bottom is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of wind stress

withDS5 3psu. For all values of wind stress, the boundary

layer thickness isO(25). This balance between wind stress

working to steepen isopycnals and eddy fluxes working to

flatten isopycnals, such that increases in the wind stress are

largely offset by increases in the eddy fluxes, is similar to

the eddy saturation found in models of the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current (Munday et al. 2013). The vertical vis-

cosity diagnosed in these regions increases approximately

as the frictional velocity assuming a constant boundary

layer depth: ky } u*d5 (t/r0)
1/2
d (Fig. 12). This is consis-

tent with the finding that the planetary boundary layer

depth d does not scale as theEkman layer thickness, which,

if it did, would result in ky } t. Although the wind stress

does not significantly influence the thickness of the strati-

fied patches of water, it does influence their extent. The

percent of the model domain that is stratified (defined as

regions where the boundary layer thickness is less than the

bottom depth) decreases from approximately 50% for

t 5 20.1Nm22 to less than 10% for t 5 21Nm22

(Fig. 12).

Examples of the surface salinity and the planetary

boundary layer thickness for t 5 20.8Nm22 are shown

in Fig. 13. Most of the domain is unstratified but there are

small patches of shallow boundary layers with spatial

scales of O(10) km. These are found in regions where

buoyant water has been advected offshore (along x 5
80km) and in regions of strong fronts (along x5 60km).

These regions of stratified water are produced by two

distinct processes. The geostrophic stress term acts to

restratify the fluid in regions of strong fronts. The wind

stress can also restratify the flow in regions where the

zonal buoyancy gradient is positive, such as the meanders

extending offshore in Fig. 13, although integrated over

the whole domain this term is always destratifying.

The domain average of the potential vorticity flux at the

surface due to these terms is shown as a function of wind

stress in Fig. 14a. The geostrophic stress contribution Jg is

always negative and increases approximately as t1/2 (cir-

cles). The sign convention is such that negative surface

potential vorticity flux leads to an increase in the potential

vorticity q from (5). The average wind stress term Jw is

always positive and scales linearly with t (squares). The

regions of negative contribution resulting from the wind

stress acting on regions of positive buoyancy gradient Jw
increase with increasing wind stress (triangles) but are

always much less than the geostrophic stress term.

FIG. 12. Average boundary layer thickness (circles), percent of

the domain covered by stratified flow (asterisks), and 103ky aver-

aged over the stratified regions (squares) as a function of wind

stress with DS 5 3 psu. The solid line is proportional to t1/2.

TABLE 1. Summary of three-dimensional model runs: wind stress

t, initial change in salinity across front DS, and average water mass

transformation rate S*.

Run t (Nm22) DS (psu) S* (106 psum3 s21)

1 20.2 3 0.24

2 20.1 3 0.13

3 20.4 3 0.33

4 20.6 3 0.44

5 20.8 3 0.50

6 21.0 3 0.59

7 0.0 3 0.01

8 20.2 0.5 0.04

9 20.2 1 0.07

10 20.2 2 0.17

11 20.2 4 0.30
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The potential vorticity flux at the surface due to the

wind stress Jw 5 tbx/(r0d)k is linear in b and t is uni-

form, so it can be integrated over the domain to get an

estimate for the average PV flux due to the wind:

hJ
w
i52

gta
S
DS

r20dLx

, (12)

whereLx is the domain width (this is the domain-averaged

flux, so awider basin for the sameDS gives a lower average
flux). This estimate is given in Fig. 14a by the solid line

tracking the square symbols. There is no equivalent esti-

mate for the positive contribution due to the wind stress,

which will depend on the stability characteristics of the

front and the extent of meandering.

It is difficult to derive a general expression for the geo-

strophic stress term Jg, but someprogress can bemadewith

assumptions guided by the model results. The geostrophic

stress term is largest in the regions of stratified flow where

it was found that the vertical viscosity coefficient scales as

(t/r0)
1/2d. The vertical shear of the geostrophic velocity is

related to the buoyancy gradient as vgz 5 k3=b/f0. This

gives rise to the nonlinearity (=b)2 in (8). If it is assumed

that this term scales as (aSDS)
2, then a parameter de-

pendency for the geostrophic stress can be estimated as

hJ
g
i} jtj1/2DS2 , (13)

with an unknown scaling factor. The geostrophic stress

also likely depends on other parameters, such as f0, the

bottom depth, and the bottom slope. Calculations with

larger and smaller f0, or different bottom slopes anddepths,

produce different values of hJgi, so this scaling relationship

is not complete. Nonetheless, the scaling for the present

model configuration indicates that the PV flux due to the

geostrophic stress term should increase as t1/2, which is

indicated in Fig. 14a by the solid line tracking the circles.

A wider test of (12) and (13) is shown in Fig. 14b for a

range of wind stress t 5 20.1, 20.2, 20.4, 20.6, 20.8,

and21.0Nm22 and DS5 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4psu (see Table

1). The scaling estimates compare well with that diagnosed

from the model over the entire range of parameter space.

Because the geostrophic stress term increases as t1/2 and

the wind stress term increases as t, it is expected that the

geostrophic stress will dominate for weak to moderate

wind stresses, and the wind stress will dominate for very

strong wind stresses. This will result in the diapycnal mix-

ing term in the potential vorticity equation changing from

negative (decreasing hqi) for weak winds to positive (in-

creasing hqi) for strong winds. The basin average of this

mixing term h[(f01 z)D]zi is shown in Fig. 14c as a function
of wind stress and the change in salinity across the front.

Consistent with Fig. 14a, the mixing term is negative for

jtj, 0.6Nm22 and positive for jtj. 0.6Nm22.While the

value of the wind stress at this transition likely depends on

many parameters, such as DS, f0, and bottom topography,

the existence of such a transition is probably robust. The

mixing term becomes increasingly negativewith increasing

change in salinity across the front. This is also consistent

with (12) and (13) because the geostrophic stress term in-

creases as DS2, while the wind stress term increases as DS.
The diapycnal mixing rate is given by the area integral

of the vertical diffusive flux S*5
Ð
kSSzH(DS) dA. For the

vertical structure function used in the KPP model, the

vertical average of the vertical mixing coefficient is ap-

proximately kS’ k(jtj/r0)1/2d/6, where k5 0.4 is the Von

Kármán constant. If it is assumed that Sz } DS/d, then the

diapycnal mixing rate should scale as

S*} (k/6)DS(jtj/r
0
)1/2A , (14)

where A is the horizontal area over which the baroclinic

zone extends. For all calculations here, this isO(109)m2.

There is an additional scale factor of less than 1 since the

FIG. 13. Snapshot on day 15 of (a) sea surface salinity (psu) and (b) planetary boundary layer thickness (m) for

a case with t 5 20.8Nm22 (run 5).
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change in salinity in the vertical over the boundary layer

thickness d will always be less than DS. Nonetheless,

the parameter dependence predicted by (14) compares

well with the transformation rate S* diagnosed from

the model runs with a constant of proportionality of 6 3
106m2 (Fig. 14c).

Although the wind stress term exceeds the geostrophic

stress term, this does not require that the destratification

due to the advection of buoyancy by the Ekman transport

exceed the restratification due to horizontal eddy fluxes.

In fact, the mean buoyancy budget for the case with very

strong winds (t 5 21Nm22) looks much like that in

Fig. 3 where restratification by eddy fluxes scales linearly

with the vertical diffusion (not shown). The horizontal

integral of the buoyancy tendency due to diapycnal

mixing at the surface was calculated and binned

according to the value of the absolute vorticity (Fig. 15a).

Diapycnal mixing reduces the surface buoyancy for

z , 0 (stable stratification, increases surface salinity).

Only at very strong positive relative vorticities, where the

vertical density gradient is positive, does mixing increase

the surface buoyancy. Despite the fact that the diapycnal

mixing is, on average, decreasing the stratification,

vertical mixing of buoyancy leads to an overall increase

in the potential vorticity budget. This is shown by the

area integral of the contribution of diapycnal mixing to

the potential vorticity tendency (Fig. 15b, where it has

been assumed that this mixing is distributed over the

mixed layer depth d). This results from regions of

negative relative vorticity reducing and eventually

FIG. 14. (a) Basin-averaged potential vorticity flux due to the (negative of the) geostrophic stress (circles), wind

stress (squares), and negative regions due to wind stress (triangles) (m s24). (b) Comparison between potential

vorticity fluxes diagnosed from themodel and the scaling in (12) and (13) (m s24). (c) Basin-averaged contribution

to the potential vorticity due to diapycnal mixing h[( f0 1 z)D]zi. Circles correspond to variations in wind

stress (with DS 5 3 psu), and triangles correspond to variations in the change in salinity across the front

(with t 5 20.2 Nm22). The asterisk is for zero wind stress. (d) Basin-integrated water mass transformation

rate (106 psum3 s21) diagnosed from the model compared to scaling 6 3 106 DSt1/2. The solid symbols are for the

standard case with t 5 20.2 Nm22.
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changing the sign of the potential vorticity tendency

compared to the buoyancy tendency (recall that D is

multiplied by the absolute vorticity in the q tendency

equation) and the large positive relative vorticity in-

creasing the influence of the positive vertical den-

sity gradient regions. The total integrated potential

vorticity tendency is 1.7 3 1024m2 s24. The contribution

where 1 1 z/f0 , 0 is 1.1 3 1024m2 s24, and the contri-

bution where 1 1 z/f0 . 1 is 1.4 3 1024m2 s24. These

regions of increasing potential vorticity tendency

are counteracted in regions where2f0, z, 0 by20.83
1024m2 s24. Thus, vertical mixing can both decrease the

vertical stratification and increase the potential vorticity

because of the influence of the relative vorticity.

5. Summary

A series of calculations with an idealized numerical

model and scaling have been used to explore the in-

teraction of downfront winds with baroclinic instability

in buoyant coastal plumes. The primary balance in the

buoyancy equation is between restratification by lateral

eddy fluxes and destratification by vertical mixing and,

to a lesser extent, mean advection, for all values of wind

stress and buoyancy gradients tested. The resulting wa-

ter mass transformation takes place primarily along the

anticyclonic side of mesoscale meanders. The onshore

Ekman transport is not generally sufficient to result in

positive vertical density gradients in the vicinity of the

front, but it does provide a large-scale frontogenetic flow

that maintains a baroclinic gradient tens of kilometers

wide, which is susceptible to baroclinic instability. The

submesoscale fronts that result from this instability

create the regions where water mass transformation

takes place through vertical mixing forced by the surface

wind stress. The presence of the coast enhances this ef-

fect and results in more intense vertical motions and

relative vorticities compared to a similar downfront

wind in the absence of a coast. It is the combination of

baroclinic instability and downfront winds that results in

significant water mass transformation.

With downfront winds, the basin-averaged potential

vorticity hqi is nearly zero. For weak to moderate winds,

this results from a balance between vertical mixing,

which decreases hqi, and geostrophic stress, which in-

creases hqi. For strong winds, the wind stress exceeds the
geostrophic stress, resulting in a decrease in hqi that is
balanced by an increase in hqi due to vertical mixing in

regions of large (positive and negative) relative vortic-

ity. In the absence of winds the geostrophic stress term

dominates and the fluid rapidly restratifies. By combin-

ing the hqi budget with the buoyancy budget an estimate

is derived for the eddy buoyancy flux appropriate for

weak winds that agrees with the recent theoretical result

of Bachman and Taylor (2016). A scaling is also de-

veloped for the magnitude of the surface potential vor-

ticity flux due to winds, due to the geostrophic stress, and

for the water mass transformation rate. Each of these

scaling estimates compares well with results diagnosed

from a series of numerical model calculations.

These results highlight the role of downfront winds in

driving water mass transformation in buoyant coastal

FIG. 15. Histogram of the spatial integral of change in (a) buoyancy (m3 s23) and (b) potential vorticity (m2 s24) at

the surface due to vertical mixing binned into the absolute vertical vorticity at the surface for the case with

t 5 21Nm22 (run 6).
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plumes. However, the details are more complex than

the simple, two-dimensional, linear expectation that

mixing is driven by the Ekman flux of dense water over

light water. Consideration of the third dimension, and

the mechanism of baroclinic instability, changes the

dominant balance in the density equation and greatly

enhances the net water mass transformation compared

to the two-dimensional case.
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